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Police Crack Down On Party Noise
BY STEVE MULROY
Williamsburg police have issued
citations to two Marshall-Wythe
students since the beginning of the
semester for hosting noisy parties.
Each of the hosts has a mandatory
court appearance, and one of them
intends to fight the citation in
court. Police say the incidents
come as a result of a rise in noise
complaints by neighbors this year.
The most recent incident occurred Saturday, September 20, at a
well-attended law school party.
According to the host about 100
people were gathered at liis house,
some on the front porch. At or
around 11 p.m., Wllliamsburg City Police officers came and told
him to turn down the music and
move everyone inside, informing
him that he could not have
drinkers on the porch or anywhere
else "visible from the road. " The
host said he complied with the

patrolman's orders, asking for and
receiving verification from him
that the noise was at an appropriate level. Nevertheless, the
officer returned three hours later
on a second complaint and issued
the summons, warning the host
that he would go to jail ·if the officer hads to come by a third time.
Now facing a maximum of a $100
fine and ten days in jail for this
misdemeanor, he will appear in
traffic court October 20. He intends to plead guilty, hoping his
claim of initial, immediate, good
faith attempts at compliance will
reduce his punishment.
The situation was very similar
with Thomas Connolly,3L, of 25
Spring West, whose Tuesday,
August 26 party was also interrupted by a visit from the police,
except that Connolly intends to
plead not guilty. Connolly's trial is

SBA Election Results

First year
Reps Look
For Input
The Student Bar Association
held elections for Vice-President
and First Year Representatives on
Friday, September 19. Third year
Clai Richardson defeated second
years Steve Buck and Wayne
Melnick or the Vice-President's
post. The office was vacated this
fall when last year's VP failell to
return to school. Colleen Kearns
.Davis assumed Richardson 'S
previous position as Third Year
Representative. Davis , ran
uncontested.
Marshall-Wythe's Class of '89
selected Neal McBrayer, Gina
Stawarz, and Mary Warner out of
a field of fourteen to fill the First
Year Representative slots. The
three victors expressed similar
ideas regarding the election. Each
was concerned about obtaining
continued support of their
classmates. " Now that the elections are over I hope support
doesn't stop, that people keep.coming with suggestions and complaints," McBrayer said. "We're
here for the class, not the other
way around." Stawarz said, " I
want ideas from the first years

... I want them to come to me with
the concerns they have. That's
really important to me. " Warner,
too, is "looking for suggestions. "
"We could do nothing or we could
do a lot. I really need feedback
from the first years," she said.
Warner followed up with an exhortation to her classmates.
"There is room for a great deal of
positive action on the part of
S.B.A. We as first years are at the '
disadvantage of ~ot knowing exactly how things work, but we can
also use this to our advantage. We
are not locked into any expectations about what the S.B.A. should
be doing. Now is our chance to add
to the law schoo rather than just
join. Please speak to any of the
First Year Representatives about
ideas and suggestions you have,"
she said.
Both Stawarz and McBrayer
said they were excited about their
new positions. Stawarz said,
" We're very pleased with the
results of the election, and we're
looking forward to working
together and having a good year."

set for ThursdayOctober 2 (as the
Advocate goes to print). Connolly
claims that his party just wasn't
loud enough to warrant a summons, and that he has witnesses to
prove it.
Connolly said the first time the
police arrived, they had to ask a
guest on his front lawn which
house contained the party complained about. When Connollyasked if police used some objective
criterion of noise, such as decibel
levels, the patrolmen told him that
a party was illegal if it could be
heard from 50 feet -away. Connolly claims that, when 50 feet away
from his house, he asked the officers if they could hear the party,
they responded " No. " Finally, he
said friends will testify that a
4-month old baby slept without
waking in an upstairs room of his
house throughout the party.

Some confusion seems to exist said any of those things, Sloggie
regarding the legalities of the summed up, they were mistaken.
situation. Major David Sloggie,
Williamsburg police haven 't
head 9f the uniform patrol for the been " cracking down" on loud
Williamsburg police, said there parties, Sloggie said. Their stanwas no objective test for the noise dard procedure is to visit such parordinance. According to Sloggie, ties only in response to complaints,
the applicable provision is Section and then only to issue warnings in
2117 of the City Code, which forbids the event the patrolman finds the
noise that "annoys or disturbs the party unreasonably loud. :v the
quiet or comfort" of a residential host ignores these warnings,
area. He knew of no "50 feet" test, necessitating further visits, a citaand said in an interview that " We tion is issued. Sloggie observed
don't have the power to tell you to that complaints have been more
get inside (from the porch), nor do frequent this year than in the past.
we desire it. " Regarding the alleg- According to both M-W students
ed threat of jail for a third com- such complaints are common, and
plaint in one night, Sloggie said no not always reasonable. "I think
one could be jailed for a misde- there's a city. ordinance against
meanor without first being having fun" in Williamsburg,
brought before a magistrate. In remarked Connolly. Asked about
addition, "it doesn't matter" if the his chances at trial, Connolly
drinkers on the porch were visible replied, "I fully expect to win.".
from the street. If police officers
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: Students Get Shot
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Mark Raby

The professional yearbook photographer captures !he elusive American
Trial Lawyers Association for Marshall-Wythe's first yearbook. Group
and individual pictures were taken all last week for the book which will
appear in the spring.
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• A student-edited newspaper, founded in 1969 as successor to the Amicus Curiae,
serving the students, faculty and staff of the M~shaJl-Wythe School of Law.

Apology
This week's Letters column contains a letter from
nine faculty members criticizing our decision to publish
Damian Horne's last column, which concerned the
Hispanic-American Law Students Association. It is difficult to know how to reply to such a letter, since we are
in a somewhat indefensible position: we do not want to
offend readers of The Advocate; readers have been offended. No amount of explanation can erase that effect.
Perhaps then, we should reply with an apology: we
acknowledge an error in editorial judgment, and regret
the adverse ·reaction. As members of minorities
ourselves, we thought we were sensitive to racial issues
and frankly, are hurt by the assignation of racist intention made in the letter. Nevertheless, we understand why
offense was taken and, again, apologize . .

The world is not 8' perfect place_ cwkf very easily walk into an inThe veracity of this statement is terview wearing white socks and
nowhere more evident; than in slobbering all down the front of
legal recruitment. Legal recruit- hisJher 80% polyester permament is an odd pagan ritual pass- press shirt..
ed down from ancient Germanic
The solution to this distressing
tribes by way of. the medievaL fu- pbeoomenon is technology. Legal
quisition. In every age, the recruiting has not had a significant
hallmark of legal recruitment is innovation since Decartes inthe resume. Indeed, after the timated that it was silly to put
Moorish hordes werebeat backat "Health: Excellent" at the bottom
Poi tiers in 765, Alcuin the Sar- of one's resume. The time has
donic, the Duke· of Btwrgundy, come for high-tech resumes:
wrote : "We hath met the enemy resumesilursting with Technicolor
in massive multi-media exand scribbled on his resumes. "
The resume has always con- travaganzas; resumes which emit
sisted of an 8 or X' U" sheet of. holographic images of their
quality paper, nicel¥ printed on autOOrs tap-dancing to "Tea For
one side. The esoteric mysteries of TwO. " This is the dawning of the
the universe, as well as all the age. of the video resume.
In several months, the video
legal
recruitee 's
obscure
academic honQrs since thlrd resume craze will descend on the
grade, are contained within that nation. Video resume shops will
nice printing. For all its lhistorical spring up all around. No more surand cosmological significance, prises in the interview room;
though, the resume is not a perfect firms will know ' exactly who or
tool for legal recruitment. Far what they are getting before they
from it. Someone willi a fine send out the call-back interview
resume in three-part harmony letters. Dweebs will have to have

By Doug Klein
plenty of big production numbers
. in their videos if they event want

to get a first interview.
Three types of video will probably be the most popular:
1) The pseudo-candidate video:
The video will follow the recruitee
through his/her day-brushing
teeth. looking interested in class,
raising a significant question in
class, talking with other students,
kissing bands, shaking babies,
launching nuclear attack submarines, enjoying a quiet moment
at home with the family and the
Federal Rules of Evidence, and,
finally, standing in front of the law
scboo1, looking bold. The video will
feature a voice-over with the
recruitee talking about what a
good associate be/she would make
and about bis/her strong commitment to defense.
2) The MTV video: This video
would start with a dark screen
with white writing in the lower feft
hand comer listing the recruitee's
name, year, law school, and
record label. Then the bass line
CeatiDaed On Page Tbr~.

Letters 'To The Editor
Cojones Criticism

Much Ado
Dear Mr. Klein:

Dear Editors:

Since "apology" in its Socratic sense means "ex- Who proofreads The Advocate? In.
7fJe undersigned members of tee of poor taste - it is a matter
planation," we will include a few comments to that end. the last issue th.ere were two 3.ll- thefaculty found the editors' deci- of sound judgment, profespearances of that offensive sion to publish in the last issue Da- sionalism and maturity. Editorial
We do not defend the column itself; merely our deci:sion neologism
"alright."
mian Horne's juvenile attempt at and professional ' standardS deto print it. Damian is himself Hispanic and, as a member Although I'm only a first-year stu- satire
repugnant and wrong. mand more of The Advocate's
of that etluiic group has a certain license to joke about dent, always hesitant to question Home's column was not satirical editors.
Horne's column, its imit. We did refuse to run the notice of the organization authority, and altogether ignorant in any creditable sense. It was plications, and the decision that it
(which, by the way, actually exists) with the "Organiza- of stylistic nuances that you've overtly racist and grossly offen- should be published in The Adalready mastered, altbesame I sive. Publishing this material in
vocate are reprehensible.
tional Briefs" in the first issue. We refused because we cannot
accept this formation, no the stndent-supported and edited
Paul A. LeBel
feared just such a reaction as this if people attributed the matter how alAmerican its origin, newspaper
of a law school where
E. Coven
Glenn
joke to the paper itself and not to Damian as a columnist. and alinall I wish YOll would studeuts . and faculty alike are
Jayne Barnard
it's
discourage
the
trend
before
. Finally, Damian believes-and we agree-that much of
striving to create a hospitable atJob,n Levy
the fighting and pain in this world would not exist if peo- alover for the English language. mosphere for all members of our
B. Glenn George
Sjncerely, society shows appalling insenple would drop their self-important sensitivity and learn
Gene R. Nichol
John W. Field sitivity and dreadful editorial
Tom A. Collins
to laugh at themselves. We are, after all, pretty ridiculous
Clas:s of 1989 judgment. It is not merely a matRonald H. Rosenberg
in one way or another. Learning to laugh about it could
Richard A. Williamson
do much towards creating the "hospitable atmosphere" Dear Mr. Field:
mentioned in the letter.
I first wish to make clear-that it
M.K.M.

is the editorial policy of TIle ttdvocate
question others"to
authQrity,
that
we to
encourage
doand
the

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'

TheAdvocate

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same-even if we are the-authority in question.
I
That stated, I now respond to '
your comments by eiting another I
authority. The Oxford Englisa.Dietionary defines 'Alright" as an
Marshall-Wythe School
Law ·
adverb meaning "just, exactly_"
The earliest cited appearance of
Will iamsburg, VA 23185
the word is circa 1175 llr tile
Lambeth homilies: <LA1rifitesswa ' EDITORS IN cmEF ...... ...................Melanie Morgan & J.D. Klein
alse be wise teolie .. "-WE~. yOO News Editor ......... ... ... ........... ................... .................Liz Kauffman
To the Students of Marshall Wythe:
get the idea. "Alrighr is. by no '~Edi~toranager ......... ...... ...................................... SusaBnillH;~
. . .
.
.
means a neologism ( unlike the
~
ow r
We regret to announce tha~ a Judicial ~ w~ h~l~ this. sum term "neologism, , which did not Copy Editor ....... ........ ...... ... ............................................ Ann Finan
mer. Tbeaccused was found guilty of cheating for plagtanzmg WIth an appear until the nineteenth Columnists ....... ......... .... Doug Klein, Damian Home, Layne Russell
int~~t,~ decieve. The Counc~ recomm~nded that the accus~ reciev~ century).
Reporters .......... ....... .. .. ..David Coffman, Jeff Porter, H. Kimberlie
an F In the cow:se and ~ wntte~ rep~. ~uant to hi:> authon- However, even the OED may
Young, Rob Morris, Gerry Gray, Rob Laney,
ty, the Dean modified this sanction to an Indefinite suspensIOn and a err as is demonstrated by its .
Mike McAuliffe, Steve Mulroy
recommended a grade of "F" in .the. course. TIle College Provost review- listing "Alright' as obsolete. l Photographers .... .. ..... ......... ....... ................Lee Bender, Mark Raby
ed the matter and upheld the fin~ of the Dean.
.
. Knowing their policy of citing both i C'..artoonist ........ .... .... .. ............ ................... _ .•..........Wayne Melnick
We hope that such unfortunate CIrCumstances do not arIse agam the earliest and latest known in- . Prodnet:i.on Staff .... ....... Greg Paw, RobertAinSbeYBlirkimd~,~,Y~~~
at Marshall-Wythe.
.
stances of usage, we are forwar- I
SIncerely, ding a copy of our latest issueun.- I
Publish ed every other Thursday during the academic year except during ex·
The J di .al Coun il
am and vacation periods. Funded in part by the Publications Council of the Col·
u Cl
c mediately. Thank you for bringing
lege of William and Mary.
this matter to our notice, and we
Opinions expressed in this newspaper do not necessarily represent those
are flattered. by your carefUJI. atten- j
of the enti re editorial board or of the students, faculty or administration of the

Honor Council Notice

0/

I
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...... ..... . ...... . ... ..........................................
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I
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .tion to our paper.
.

.

Morgan,
Another
.-Melanie
Editor,
The Advocate

arsha/l-Wythe
School
of Law
.
Printed by the
Virginia
Gazette.
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Tots and Torts:
Being A Law School Parent
mother behind in school, only in
"Partying." She does not mind. 41
fact, panna may have another one
next year.
BY KIMBERLIE YOUNG
Lee Stephens has fashioned a
moral out of his story : Don't let
Contracts, torts and diapers a child stifle you. Lee and his wife
Jarrett were the first among the
not the average law student's
schedule, but these go together
military law couples to experience
parenthood. Third-year Jim Winlike Fridays and Grad Happy Hour
for a handful of Marsha llthrop followed up and Jeff Styron
Wythians. Contrary to popular
is about to enter the ranks as well.
belief, especialy among the ranks
Robert Lee Stephens III, alias
Rob. is five and a half months now.
of the first-years, life does exist
outside of that red brick contemntat placed his birth at that
porary ca1led the law school. Doncruciill period of spring exams na Carrier-Tal, Ann Finan, Lee
in fact, five days before Lee's
Stephens and Jim Winthrop will
Evidence exam. He, unlike Donna,
vouch for that. And ask Jeff Styron
blames the timing for his exam
in a week or so .and he will properformance r but it does not
bably affirm the phenomenon of
bother him. Lee says school is not
the law school parent. Yes, these
as important anymore because
proud moms and dads actually enother priorities exist. When it is a
choice of reading tax or taking
joy their extra-law school lives and
would not change a thing, even if
care of a. sick Rob, tax takes a
back seat.
they could.
For DOnDa and Ann, their day
After six years of marriage and
begins before that first T & E class
active duty in the Navy, Lee and
with Breastfeeding 101. However,
Lee Bender
Jarrett felt law school was the
the only cremts they receive are
Law school parents: Ann Finan with Arthur. Lee Stephens with Rob.
ideal time to raise a child, as Lee's
and Donna Carrier-Tal with Danit.
home schedule was more predicintimacy and nutritional value for
their babies.
table: This semester, the third,
Ann scheduled her classes in ad- exams? Ann studied last semester
Donna Carrier-Tal would not works out perfectly for Donna year structured his classes so he
vance to accomodate her baby's with a book in one band and a baby change a thing either. Her timing because she can still study with a could spend more time with little
feeding schedule, which often in the other. This semester, she worked out perfectly, with an baby, whereas it would be harder Rob _ "It's important to bonding."
results in racing home to an concedes, she has to be away from August-May pregnancy. While her if she had a career.
Lee also believes it is important
classmates were taking bets on
" You can't bring a baby to not to take school too seriously.
outspoken and hungry baby. In home to get anything done.
return , her husband . Mike
Last year's interview process which exam the baby would inter- work," she decides.
The baby has helped him relax.
And it is a good thing she was not They even study together - Rob on
schedules his work around Ann's was hindered by her pregnant ap- rupt, Donna tried not to think
class schedule, so he is home pearance. Apparently, the pros- about the due date.
working or in school because Don- the bed with his toys and daddy
" But it was always in the back na and her husband Ely were . next to him with his books. And
watching little Arthur Charles spect of motherhood did not thrill
when Ann is at school studying the 45-plus interviewing firms Ann of my mind, " she remembers.
awestruck after the baby was Lee's social life has not suffered.
Remedies.
spoke with. Proof of the prejudice Those voting on Constitutional born. This was a ISO' turn from The Stephens, and Rob, still 'attend
Ann and her husband did not, surfaced when the skinny Ann was Law collected.
Donna's blas'e attitude duritig her Happy Hour.
.
however, schedule this baby. But offered a job, just six weeks after
Donna very readily admits that
pregnancy.
While Lee can look forward to
now that it is all over, she would her baby was born. She did not her early labor sounds like a good
" I needed four months to come the joys of fatherhood, little Rob
down off that cloud," this new has a surprise in store for him. It
not change a thing. After more memtion her newborn until a excuse for her performance on exthan three years of marriage, this lunch engagement after her aIDS, but, fesses up and says it is
mom says, referring to the sum- seems that a due-date betting
third-year student became preg- clerkship had begun, at which not a valid one. She does think she mer vacati'on period.
scheme fell through when the parmint. The big day came at the time the hiring partner drop~d would be a better student if she
A little regret at not having any ticipants all placed their money on
beginning of the second semester · his fork. He apparently got ovent, was not a mother, but believes clerkship experience shows a later arrival date than predicted.
and Ann was back in the because the firm wants her back five-month-old Danit Jordan (an through, but Donna believes there The proceeds instead went to a
classroom ten aays later.
permanently.
. Israeli name) keeps things in
will be some advantages of her "Rob fund ", which resulted in the
" Ann made it look so easy,"
While her social life has been perspective.
motherhood in the hiring process, purchase of" a vintage bottle of
fellow mom, .Donna, claims, sug- hampered and her grades have
" She helps me not to get too in- such
as
stability
and wine. Dad says the wine and Rob
gestin{( Ann' s short recovery suffered somewhat,. Ann says.the tense about school," the second- responsibility.
will reach maturity at the same
period offered incentive and en- trade-offs are worth 11. If ~ythin~, year mother explains.
Homework gets. done betWeen age-21. Happy Hour catches .on
couragement. But it is not all fun she has become more timeHaving a child while in school ._ classes and Danit has not put her : quickly ... like father , like so~ !
'a nd games. Ann still juggles her dent,
more
responsIble ;-_ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _-,
homework and her home life. and ... more exhausted. For Ann,
When asked when does she find : law school provides a break fr-om
time to study Ann pauses and then ' the responsibilities of child
laughs for ~ answer. What about raising.

:ffi-

Toxic Torts·

P-CAP To Start
New Deat h Row Project
BY LAYNE RUSSELL

Continued from Page Two

would kick in. Then the drum synthsizer. The screen would lighten.
and the rest is too sordid to even
put into print.
3 ) The existentialist video: This
video would be entirely in grainy
black-and-white. The recruitee
would be sitting in a field eating
large strawberries and cream. interspersed with this peaceful
would be split-second visions
of rows of flounder, perch, trout,
and cod in a fish market. The video
would end with a shot of Allen
Ginsberg combing his hair with a
fork a top t he Johnson Wax
Building in Racine, Wisconsin. The
recruitees who opt for this type of
video will probably not have a successful recruiting season.
The impending surge of the
video resume leads one to ask
whether the paper resume, nicely
printed on one side, is dead. Most
certainly not. The resume will pro-

scene

bably remain the single most effective tool in the dating game.
Imagine this scenario: Disco. Hot.
Gold chains. Sweat.
" Hey, baby, want to dance. "
" Could I see your updated
resume, please."
"Sure, baby. I got me one right
here. "
"Ub-huh .. . I see. Now,- are you
looking for a permanent position
or just something for the summer? "
"Just for this song, baby."
" Ub-buh .. . I see. Well, we will
be making our decisions in the
next. few weeks. You will be getting a letter from us soon. Thank
you."
" Ob, thank you."
They shake hands and part, unseen into the night.
Next Week: Racist, grammarabusing editors replaced by'
hamsters.
.

The Post-Conviction Assistan.c e
In the past P-CAP members
Project at Marshall-Wythe is in- have worked with death-row involved in many services to those mates individually and as part of
who are incarcerated within both the Virginia Coalition. This year
the state and federal systems. the project dDirectors have proHowever, recently the Project has posed to extend that assistance to
decided to broaden its scope of ser- include it in the regular course of
vice to include an area of the P-CAP experience.
assistance to death-row inmates.
With the new addition to the PThe Project has announced that it CAP curriculum, the Project has
will seek to aid death row inmates announced that it is seeking a perand their attorneys throughout the son interested in working
trial and appellate levels. This throughout the year as a director
assistance will be in conjunction of the new service. The new direcwith other efforts across the state torship will entail much organizafrom private sources as well as tional work in connecting the
from the Virginia Coalition on students with the attorneys and
Jails and Prisons and the Southern 'other parties assisting death-row
Coalition on Jails & Prisons, non- inmates and also ' the inmates
profit organizations that have dane themselves. This will mean that
much not oIily in the way of pro- the clirector, the fourth directorviding representation to those men ship in the Project, will be inand women who face the death volved with . leading attorneys
~nalty , but also in assisting their . within the sta te who
experts in ·
families.
.

are

the field of representation of deathrow prisoners.
Those with experience in organizational positions or similar areas
are welcome to apply.
The students in P-CAP who are
taking the class for credit may
apply to do death-row work and it
will count toward their time.
Volunteers are alsQ welcome to
assist the Project.
The project directors have set a
tenative deadline to elect the new
director within the next week in
order to begin work in the new
area to assist death-row inmates
in their need for representation.
Those interested in becoming
director or who wish to help in this
area please contact anyone of the
three project directors , Gigi
Schneppat, Robert Schlattman, or
Layne Russell, to let them know of
your interest,
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Softball Up-date

RIPPers Flounder, Cows Cruise
BY BILL POWER

WIUL the possible exception of
Rest In Peace Polise (RIPP) , the
MarsIJall-Wythe softball teams are
£OIItinuing their domination of the
fntramural softball leagues. C Ayr
remaim; undefeated, having edged out the Prurient Interests 13-12
in a battle between the law school
ti.t.ans.. Ilappeared that it would be
a long day for the Interests after
a rough start. C Ayr jumped on
first-year hurler Jeff Lowe for nine
first inning runs as the third-year
squad sprayed hits to all fields .
Undaunted, the Interests clawed
back. Lowe clamped down throwing shutout ball for the next five innings, and the Interests came alive
at the plate scoring twelve runs to
take a three-run lead going into the
seventh. A determined C Ayr
lineup scraped together four runs
to recapture the lead, and they
held on to win, leaving Interest
speedster Ed Shaunessy stranded
. on frrst as the game ended.
Meanwhile RIPP struggles in
the depths of its division. The talk
is that soon to be ex-manager
Kevin Sargis has had to resort to
bribery to keep his team playing.
Jude "Cuddles " Klena has
stormed to a .600 batting average
which, accoding to Marty Marchaterre, is as red-hot as his face
usually gets. Pitching sensation
NeaJ Keesee's season is all but
iinhiheu, ana one must wonder
where the bullpen help is. The Rippers continue to search for a position for ace utility infielder John
" Flex" Gereski, with rumors hinting at an off-season trade with the
Tibetan national team. John Neff.
an off-season acquistion has not

yet developed the stone hands
which are the trademark of this
fine ball club, but the team has
voted to retain him anyway.
Equipment manager Dave "BA"
Domansky finally accompanied
his bat to a game, but Greg Paw
has decided to forego chugging
down the base paths for chugging
at the Leafe. By the way, Marty's
mom phoned to thank all involved
in the intramural department for
the no-sliding rule. Finally, the
Rippers would like to thank hitting
instructor Trey Resolute for the
fine example he has provided for
Paul Kugler.
As for Miss Resolute, the Bull
finds himself at the head of the
Love Cows juggernaut. After
biting words in the press from comanager Rob Laney, Resolute
found his bat, Tom Cook found his
glove, and the team found its
stride. At 3-0, the Cows have won
their last two games by a combined score of 51-1. Pat " Nurse K"
Miller has all but clinched this
year's Cy Young by not allowing
an earned run in two games ,
registering wins of 24-0 and 27-1.
The Nurse could be heard grumbling, however, ab<,lUt the lack of offensive support she has received.
The Love Cows are tuning up for
the playoffs, with Jeff Mazanec,
Peter Burr, R.J. Skaggs, and
Rooney Young drawing in RBI's
with frightening regularity. Phil
LingafeJt has recently provided a
big stick with a double and
homerun in Monday's game.
That Darn Moody came out even
this week with a win and a loss.
They triumped 12-3 over the tie-

dyed Burgers and .Fryes. Steve
Frazier delivered five strikeouts,
Jon Hill had his third tater in as
many games, and Jeff Costakos
contributed with a triple. In their
10-8 loss to Mental Distress, Jon

Hill went four for four, but got
called out for throwing his bat.
TOni Kohler delivered with a triple and a continuation of the worst
base running ever seen. Steve
Frazier, the team's soul, gamely

played with a pulled left buttock,
while John Jones took up room at
third base. (Eds. note: Neal
Cabral is neither mentioned in this
article, nor pictured on the sports
page.)

Pig Fest '86

Fair Notice
Coffeehouse
Coffeehouse is an informal talent show which gives law students
the chance to perform for their fellow students. This semester's Coffeehouse will be held October 25 in the Campus Center Little Theatre.
Singers, musicians , and comedians are encouraged to participate. If
you are interested in performing or emceeing, talk to Amy Birkimer
or Melanie Morgan. No auditions or, for that matter , qualifications are
required.

Admiralty Law Lecture
On October 3rd the Marshall-Wythe International Law Society will
present a lecture on admiralty suits by and against the United States.
The speaker, Marie Louise Hagen, is the Assistant Attorney in Charge,
New York Office, Torts Branch, Department of Justice. Ms. Hagen has
represented the United States Marshal in vessel arrest matters and is
currently authoring a book on Maritime Arrests.
In addition to addressing general procedural and constitutional
issues, the lecture will specifically discuss the Suits in Admiralty Act,
the Public Vessels Act, the Federal Tort Claims Act, the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, the Jones Act, and the Federal Ship Mortgage Act.
The lecture will be held at 3:30 in room 124. A brief reception will
follow . All are invited to attend.

Mark

H~by

The SBA Pig Roast attracted a crowd. Above, apprentice chef Billy
Henderson oversees the roasting, while Foggy Lehman, Molly Joseph,
Dave Schroeder, and Jim Vitelli enjoy the meal.

